6 Incredible Design Ideas to Create a
Showstopper Kitchen
Do you wish to revamp your existing kitchen into an appealing space so as to mesmerize your
guests and enhance your homeowner’s status? If so, then this article will serve your purpose.

The kitchen is the heart of the house and a space where you spend the most of your time. It
depicts your lifestyle and your design sense. As a homeowner, you should consider on creating a
showstopper kitchen so as to impress the visitors. This is possible by exploiting kitchen
remodeling & design services in GA. The remodelers have the skills to transfigure your space
into a sheer delight. Once you have selected a suitable remodeler for your kitchen renovation,
then discuss these 6 stellar ideas with them so as to create an intriguing kitchen:


Use Mixed Materials

The kitchen of the contemporary world is a mix and match of different materials so as to give it
an eclectic look. You can go for wooden and laminated drawers, textured cement walls,
laminated cupboards and a splash of different colors on the walls to give your kitchen a modish
look.



Raised Platform

The kitchen is a significant space of a home and should be on a higher level. A raised platform
for the kitchen in comparison to other rooms will surely create an impression that your kitchen
means a lot to you. This works best with open kitchen as it can demarcate your kitchen from
other rooms and the stage serves as its boundary.


Make Use of Accent Colour

The accent colors add vividness to your kitchen and make it beguiling. You can accentuate
significant portions of the kitchen like floors, cabinets, and countertops with neutral shades and
add use bold colors on components like shelves, backsplashes and lighting to create rhythm of
colors and make your kitchen stand out. Paint the open shelves with bright colors to enhance the
classiness of the kitchen.


Create a Breakfast/Snacks Spot

If you have a spacious kitchen, then it is totally an amazing idea to create a small dining space
for 4-5 people. The space will be used not just to keep your guests entertained but it even
enhances the aesthetic appeal of the kitchen.


Place Elegant Lighting in the Right Places to Create a Statement

Lights can add a magical touch to your kitchen. You can place elegant lighting fixtures above an
island, countertops, cooking space and in the middle of the kitchen to make that portion
attention-grabbing.


Hang Your Potware/Utensils

If you wish to save your kitchen’s storage while adding a tinge of sophistication to it, then you
should go for suspended pot racks or pot rails. You can create a pot rail above the sink to hang
cups and an array of utensils on it. It not just saves your space but serves as a point of attraction
of your kitchen.
Are you excited to implement these tips but worried about the cost of the remodeling? In that
case, you can talk to the remodelers. You can also make use of kitchen remodeling cost
estimator available in the website of remodelers to get an idea of the cost. Thus, you can go for
those ideas that fall within your means while exploiting the kitchen remodeling and design
services in GA.

